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Wisdom
CHAPTER THREE

WISDOM
VIRTUE 3

am the Mother of wisdom.
My wisdom is filled with love.
Only through openness of mind and heart can you reach the truth
of your wisdom.
Offer to Me your fixed ideas and your unhealed emotions.
In return I will bring to you the truth of your heart.
The truth of your heart is filled with compassion and leads you to
your wisdom.
Beloved child, how many times in the course of your life have you
changed your mind about what you consider to be your truth?
How many times have you regretted an emotional response that
you later found to be based on a mistaken interpretation?
Know that you are loved and I am close to you,
offering My wisdom through
the whispers of your heart.
What your mind believes to be the truth varies according to the
time and circumstances.
Your emotional reactions change with your growth because, as you
mature, your consciousness embraces the deeper, more expansive
knowledge that comes with experience.
True wisdom is achieved through the knowing of your heart
which reaches far into the mystery of life,
into the stillness of wisdom.
Sweet child, the entire universe is connected with your heart.
If you know your heart, you know the wisdom of the universe.
Your heart communicates to you through your feelings.
Feelings are the language of your heart.
Feel your feelings and you will know your wisdom.
Feelings perceive beyond the capacity of your mind to understand
all the particulars of a situation. They reach deeper, under your
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emotional turbulence, into the truth of the Source of Infinite Love, the Divine
Presence within your heart that knows and feels everything.
Cultivate your feelings, learn to trust them,
they are the way I guide you from within.
My wisdom is filled with love and becomes your wisdom when you listen.
Wisdom is beyond doubt because it is based not on the desires of your
acquired emotional patterns or your habit of thinking, but on your
harmonious alignment with the rest of creation through the Divine Presence
within your heart.
Beloved child, look upon Me and your wisdom will no longer be personal but
universal, encompassing not only your experience, but also the experience of
others.
Most of all, I pray that you let Me nurture your heart.
Let Me heal your wounds
so that you may live your life with a pure mind,
an open heart and a healthy body,
not from the expectations of the past,
not from the narrow perspective of your fears of the future,
but from the greatness of your being,
from the magnificence of your generous heart
and the clarity of your wisdom.
I am here with you, present with My compassionate offerings.
There is no wisdom without compassion,
there is no compassion without wisdom.
True love is wise,
true wisdom is loving.
I hold you in My heart, in the flow of life, in the clarity of My vision.
Fear not, My child.
Listen.
I guide you from within.
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WISDOM
REFLECTION 3

eloved child, wisdom rests deep within your heart.
Only when you immerse yourself in your heart do you
findyour wisdom.
The heart opens when the mind surrenders its thoughts. Then your emotions
soften, and your consciousness becomes an empty vessel for the perceptions
of your heart. Your heart communicates with you through feelings.
When you find yourself in a situation that calls for an important decision,
your mind assesses the pros and cons according to its current, limited
understanding and presents you with the most sensible, logical choice. But if
your emotions, reacting from your habitual emotional patterns, lead you in
the opposite direction of your mind, you are fragmented and no longer know
which is the wise choice.
In such circumstances, I reach out to you with all My love. Take hold of My
hand and ask Me to guide you into the depths of your heart, the seat of your
Divine Source of Infinite Love. From there, feel the situation again. The wise
choice will give you a sense of belonging, of fitting with the flow of the universe.
It will feel like a peaceful relaxation that washes over your body, feeling just
right to the core of your being, even if your mind screams that you are crazy
and your emotions dance wildly in your stomach.
Your feelings are not your emotions, nor are they your thoughts.
A feeling is unemotional and is not based on logic. It is the perception of
the harmony or disharmony of a situation or a choice. A feeling is the inner
knowing that is a direct communication of the wisdom of the heart and the
Divine within the heart. It communicates to you, “This feels good.” “This feels
off.” “This feels like the right direction.” “This feels like the wrong direction.”
You need to differentiate between your thoughts, emotions and feelings and
learn to rely on your feelings, rather than on your thoughts or emotions. Your
emotions and thoughts are indicators that can lead you toward your feelings.
If you repress or ignore your emotions and thoughts, you disconnect from
your feelings, because emotions and thoughts are links to your feelings. They
are easier to understand than your feelings because they are more superficial,
closer to your everyday consciousness. They are a territory you have to travel
through to get to your feelings, which are deeper and more subtle.
Trust your emotions and thoughts to lead you to your feelings, but do not trust
them to give you your truth. If your emotions or thoughts are generated from
the crystallized consciousness of the patterns imprinted in the fabric of your
body, they will deceive you. You may be convinced emotionally and mentally
that you are right in your assessments. In reality, you are in the throes of old
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belief patterns and reactive emotionality that you have learned and repeated
through your habits, or that you have inherited from your lineage. These
habituated thoughts and emotions rise up as a sign that a crystallized pattern
is surfacing to be cleared—not as a sign of your truth.
You cannot rid yourself of your thoughts and emotions, nor should you.
Repressing them will only push them further down into unconsciousness.
Then, they become your shadow, an increasingly oppressive and deceptive
force, which further disconnects you from your feelings and your truth.
Obsessive thoughts and emotions are frozen consciousness that desperately
calls for your compassionate attention over and over again. The thoughts
and emotions emanating from your crystallizations want to be met, heard,
and healed. They want to melt in the warmth of your heart. They want to be
brought into love. They want to be enlovened.
Dear one, learn to ride the movement of your emotions and thoughts but do not
get caught up in their momentum. Instead, transform them through love and
free the feelings that lie below. Your feelings lead you to the absolute knowing
of your Divine Source of Infinite Love, to the wisdom of My compassion.
Experiencing your feelings as a subtle but precise, energetic pull draws you
to perceive and act from a moment-to-moment connection with what is.
What is, is only love. Love then, not thoughts or emotions, motivates your
perceptions, your inspiration and your actions. You become the open conduit
for the love of the Divine Source within yourself to express divine wisdom
through you. Then, love and truth become one, and wisdom is born as a child
of their union.
My dear son, My dear daughter, you have become so disconnected from your
feelings that you can hardly perceive the desires of your Essence. So many
times you have judged according to false models, so many times you have been
told that you are wrong and do not deserve your dreams, that you no longer
know what you feel and truly want. You have separated from your soul and
learned not to listen to the whispers of your Divinity, but to conform to rules
and norms imposed on you from the outside by the ones who have enslaved
you.
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Return to the wisdom of your heart. Listen to the subtle stirrings that surface
from your depths and speak to you through your most secret dreams.
Sweet children, how can you learn to feel again?
Open to My presence in your heart,
see My beauty in the blossoming of flowers,
feel My touch through the gentle sweeping of the wind,
lose yourself in the vastness of the night sky.
Weep, cry, rage, shake in fear. I am with you.
Hold Me tight, and the waves of emotion will pour out of you.
Let your thoughts gallop wildly through your mind. I am with you.
Hold Me steady, and they will run away, past the horizon of your consciousness.
I bring you peace in the quiet moments of restful surrender to My love.
You can hear your feelings rising up without words, bringing you the wisdom
of your truth.
Trust, My child. Trust the wisdom of your heart.
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PRAYER OF INITIATION 3

eloved Mother, You are always in my heart.
You dwell in the deepest spaces within me,
where the Golden Sun, radiance of my being,
pulsates the infinite love of the Source.
There, in the Holiest of the Holy,
You nurture my Wisdom to grow
like an ancient oak tree,
with roots deep into the ground,
feeling the sound of the earth breathing
and branches growing,
leaves quivering in the air,
singing the song of the universe.
Mary, Wisdom of the world,
may my mind remain open and flexible
and my emotions be in the truth of my heart,
that I may perceive life
from the Wisdom of my feelings
and the clarity of Your vision.
Help me to see what lies below the surface
and to always consider the experience of others.
At Your feet I place all the times
I acted out of misguided logic,
or I confused unwise helpfulness for love.
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Beloved Mother, to You I surrender my limited understanding.
Please, return to me the true Wisdom
of Your infinite compassion, and place it,
like a seed growing into a luxuriant tree,
in my own heart.
With this prayer I ask you,
in the silence of the Holiest of the Holy,
to initiate me into the Virtue of Wisdom.
In the stillness of my heart, I receive your love.
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CONTEMPLATIONS 3

Within the Wisdom of who you are,
cut through the confusion and
feel your true desires.

Within the Wisdom of your eternal becoming,
receive My knowing
always present within your heart.
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SIMPLE PRACTICES 3

Practice One

Today, dedicate at least one hour to doing only that which you want to do
the most. If, during that hour, you feel at any time that what you are doing is
no longer what you want, then stop and ask yourself, “What do I really want
in this moment?” Make sure that you only do what you sincerely want—not
what you have to do, not what you should do, but only what you want to do
from the wisdom of the inner core of your being.

Practice Two

Today, contemplate a choice that your life has presented to you or a situation
that is difficult or confusing. Rather than trying make a decision based on
the intensity of your emotions or what seems sensible to your thoughts, ask
Mother Mary to guide you to the right choice according to the inner wisdom
of your divinity. Then, connect with what “feels right” to the core of your
being, and act accordingly.
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